They are grimy and will make your blue recycling cart yukky. Keep these UNWANTED guys OUT of your blue recycling cart. Here’s why they belong in your green trash cart.
Drastic Plastic: A plastic bag DOES NOT belong in a blue recycling cart. Plastic bags can make good recyclables dirty. Take your clean and dry plastic bags to drop off boxes at HEB, Wal-Mart, Target, Lowe’s and the first floor of City Hall.
Ellie Tronic, also known as e-waste, DOES NOT belong in the blue recycling cart. Old desktop or laptop computers, monitors, printers, scanners are e-waste. Ellie Tronic can be donated to a charity, sold back for parts. Ellie Tronic contains harmful stuff that will make your good recyclables dirty.
Al B. Foiled: This silver, shiny bad boy is known as dirty aluminum foil. He carries food that hides in his many silver crinkles. These small pieces of food will make your good recyclables dirty.
Waxy Wanda is UNWANTED in your blue recycling cart. Throw her in the TRASH! Keep an eye out for wax lined cartons. They will make your good recyclables dirty.
Haz Ben is bad for your health. He can be found in bug sprays, cleaning liquids, car oil and paint. If Haz Ben is placed in the blue recycling cart or the green trash cart he could create a fire. Haz Ben will also make your good recyclables dirty.
Pickled Pattie: These are yummy on a sandwich but the glass container does not belong in the blue recycle cart. Glass will make your good recyclables dirty. Take your glass to the recycling center on Ayers Street.
Well Worn Walter should be kept out of the blue recycling cart. Clothing gets stuck in the machines at the recycling center. Used or unwanted clothes can be sold to thrift stores. They can also be donated to charity.
**Muggy Maggie**: Ceramic coffee cups like Muggy Maggie break easily when put in the **blue recycling cart**. Broken pieces of Muggy Maggie can make your good recyclables dirty.
Pepperoni Pacino: A dirty pizza box DOES NOT belong in the blue recycling cart. He leaves stains with grease spots and food behind. Pizza boxes make your good recyclables dirty.
M.T. Cupp: Even though Styrofoam can be recycled, the City of Corpus Christi does not accept it in our blue recycling cart. Instead of Styrofoam, try reusable containers, cups or bottles.
Hosey Jose: This garden hose can really harm the machines at the recycling plant. Hosey Jose does not belong in the blue recycling cart. He belongs in your green trash cart.
Hardly Yardley includes grass, leaves, branches and bushes. They should never be put in the blue recycling cart. They should be set out for curbside pick-up. Even though Hardly Yardley may be green, he cannot be recycled!
Meet the Recycle Rangers

Paige O' Paper is found in your mail, newspapers, books, paper bags and frozen dinner boxes.

Bobby Bottle is found in the refrigerator with plastic water bottles, plastic milk jugs, yogurt and butter tubs.

Tim Can is in all types of steel, tin products and soda cans. The guys always go in the blue recycling cart.